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The Logic Book
Exploring Mathematics gives students experience
with doing mathematics - interrogating mathematical
claims, exploring definitions, forming conjectures,
attempting proofs, and presenting results - and
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engages them with examples, exercises, and projects
that pique their interest. Written with a minimal
number of pre-requisites, this text can be used by
college students in their first and second years of
study, and by independent readers who want an
accessible introduction to theoretical mathematics.
Core topics include proof techniques, sets, functions,
relations, and cardinality, with selected additional
topics that provide many possibilities for further
exploration. With a problem-based approach to
investigating the material, students develop
interesting examples and theorems through
numerous exercises and projects. In-text exercises,
with complete solutions or robust hints included in an
appendix, help students explore and master the
topics being presented. The end-of-chapter exercises
and projects provide students with opportunities to
confirm their understanding of core material, learn
new concepts, and develop mathematical creativity.

Book of Proof
This monograph studies the logical aspects of
domains as used in de notational semantics of
programming languages. Frameworks of domain
logics are introduced; these serve as foundations for
systematic derivations of proof systems from
denotational semantics of programming languages.
Any proof system so derived is guaranteed to agree
with denotational se mantics in the sense that the
denotation of any program coincides with the set of
assertions true of it. The study focuses on two
categories for dena tational semantics: SFP domains,
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and the less standard, but important, category of
stable domains. The intended readership of this
monograph includes researchers and graduate
students interested in the relation between semantics
of program ming languages and formal means of
reasoning about programs. A basic knowledge of
denotational semantics, mathematical logic, general
topology, and category theory is helpful for a full
understanding of the material. Part I SFP Domains
Chapter 1 Introduction This chapter provides a brief
exposition to domain theory, denotational se mantics,
program logics, and proof systems. It discusses the
importance of ideas and results on logic and topology
to the understanding of the relation between
denotational semantics and program logics. It also
describes the motivation for the work presented by
this monograph, and how that work fits into a more
general program. Finally, it gives a short summary of
the results of each chapter. 1. 1 Domain Theory
Programming languages are languages with which to
perform computa tion.

An Introduction to Formal Logic
This book is concerned with techniques for formal
theorem-proving, with particular reference to
Cambridge LCF (Logic for Computable Functions).
Cambridge LCF is a computer program for reasoning
about computation. It combines the methods of
mathematical logic with domain theory, the basis of
the denotational approach to specifying the meaning
of program statements. Cambridge LCF is based on
an earlier theorem-proving system, Edinburgh LCF,
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which introduced a design that gives the user
flexibility to use and extend the system. A goal of this
book is to explain the design, which has been adopted
in several other systems. The book consists of two
parts. Part I outlines the mathematical preliminaries,
elementary logic and domain theory, and explains
them at an intuitive level, giving reference to more
advanced reading; Part II provides sufficient detail to
serve as a reference manual for Cambridge LCF. It will
also be a useful guide for implementors of other
programs based on the LCF approach.

Logic, Deductive and Inductive
Aimed at undergraduates and graduates in computer
science, logic, mathematics, and philosophy, this text
is a lively and entertaining introduction to formal logic
and provides an excellent insight into how a simple
logic works.

Handbook of Logic and Language
Language in Action demonstrates the viability of
mathematical research into the foundations of
categorial grammar, a topic at the border between
logic and linguistics. Since its initial publication it has
become the classic work in the foundations of
categorial grammar. A new introduction to this
paperback edition updates the open research
problems and records relevant results through
pointers to the literature. Van Benthem presents the
categorial processing of syntax and semantics as a
central component in a more general dynamic logic of
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information flow, in tune with computational
developments in artificial intelligence and cognitive
science. Using the paradigm of categorial grammar,
he describes the substructural logics driving the
dynamics of natural language syntax and semantics.
This is a general type-theoretic approach that lends
itself easily to proof-theoretic and semantic studies in
tandem with standard logic. The emphasis is on a
broad landscape of substructural categorial logics and
their proof-theoretical and semantic peculiarities. This
provides a systematic theory for natural language
understanding, admitting of significant mathematical
results. Moreover, the theory makes possible dynamic
interpretations that view natural languages as
programming formalisms for various cognitive
activities.

Exploring Mathematics
This leading text for symbolic or formal logic courses
presents all techniques and concepts with clear,
comprehensive explanations, and includes a wealth of
carefully constructed examples. Its flexible
organization (with all chapters complete and selfcontained) allows instructors the freedom to cover the
topics they want in the order they choose.

How to Prove It
This Handbook documents the main trends in current
research between logic and language, including its
broader influence in computer science, linguistic
theory and cognitive science. The history of the
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combined study of Logic and Linguistics goes back a
long way, at least to the work of the scholastic
philosophers in the Middle Ages. At the beginning of
this century, the subject was revitalized through the
pioneering efforts of Gottlob Frege, Bertrand Russell,
and Polish philosophical logicians such as Kazimierz
Ajdukiewicz. Around 1970, the landmark
achievements of Richard Montague established a
junction between state-of-the-art mathematical logic
and generative linguistic theory. Over the subsequent
decades, this enterprise of Montague Grammar has
flourished and diversified into a number of research
programs with empirical and theoretical substance.
This appears to be the first Handbook to bring logiclanguage interface to the fore. Both aspects of the
interaction between logic and language are
demonstrated in the book i.e. firstly, how logical
systems are designed and modified in response to
linguistic needs and secondly, how mathematical
theory arises in this process and how it affects
subsequent linguistic theory. The Handbook presents
concise, impartial accounts of the topics covered.
Where possible, an author and a commentator have
cooperated to ensure the proper breadth and
technical content of the papers. The Handbook is selfcontained, and individual articles are of the highest
quality.

Handbook of Philosophical Logic
Isabelle/HOL
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According to the great mathematician Paul Erdös, God
maintains perfect mathematical proofs in The Book.
This book presents the authors candidates for such
"perfect proofs," those which contain brilliant ideas,
clever connections, and wonderful observations,
bringing new insight and surprising perspectives to
problems from number theory, geometry, analysis,
combinatorics, and graph theory. As a result, this
book will be fun reading for anyone with an interest in
mathematics.

Logic and Computation
In Classical Mathematical Logic, Richard L. Epstein
relates the systems of mathematical logic to their
original motivations to formalize reasoning in
mathematics. The book also shows how mathematical
logic can be used to formalize particular systems of
mathematics. It sets out the formalization not only of
arithmetic, but also of group theory, field theory, and
linear orderings. These lead to the formalization of
the real numbers and Euclidean plane geometry. The
scope and limitations of modern logic are made clear
in these formalizations. The book provides detailed
explanations of all proofs and the insights behind the
proofs, as well as detailed and nontrivial examples
and problems. The book has more than 550 exercises.
It can be used in advanced undergraduate or
graduate courses and for self-study and reference.
Classical Mathematical Logic presents a unified
treatment of material that until now has been
available only by consulting many different books and
research articles, written with various notation
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systems and axiomatizations.

Principia Mathematica
Hyperproof is a system for learning the principles of
analytical reasoning and proof construction,
consisting of a text and a Macintosh software
program. Unlike traditional treatments of first-order
logic, Hyperproof combines graphical and sentential
information, presenting a set of logical rules for
integrating these different forms of information. This
strategy allows students to focus on the information
content of proofs, rather than the syntactic structure
of sentences. Using Hyperproof the student learns to
construct proofs of both consequence and
nonconsequence using an intuitive proof system that
extends the standard set of sentential rules to
incorporate information represented graphically.
Hyperproof is compatible with various naturaldeduction-style proof systems, including the system
used in the authors' Language of First-Order Logic.

Symbolic Logic
Recent years have seen the development of powerful
tools for verifying hardware and software systems, as
companies worldwide realise the need for improved
means of validating their products. There is increasing
demand for training in basic methods in formal
reasoning so that students can gain proficiency in
logic-based verification methods. The second edition
of this successful textbook addresses both those
requirements, by continuing to provide a clear
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introduction to formal reasoning which is both
relevant to the needs of modern computer science
and rigorous enough for practical application.
Improvements to the first edition have been made
throughout, with extra and expanded sections on SAT
solvers, existential/universal second-order logic, micromodels, programming by contract and total
correctness. The coverage of model-checking has
been substantially updated. Further exercises have
been added. Internet support for the book includes
worked solutions for all exercises for teachers, and
model solutions to some exercises for students.

Logic of Domains
1. This book is above all addressed to
mathematicians. It is intended to be a textbook of
mathematical logic on a sophisticated level,
presenting the reader with several of the most
significant discoveries of the last ten or fifteen years.
These include: the independence of the continuum
hypothe sis, the Diophantine nature of enumerable
sets, the impossibility of finding an algorithmic
solution for one or two old problems. All the necessary
preliminary material, including predicate logic and the
fundamentals of recursive function theory, is
presented systematically and with complete proofs.
We only assume that the reader is familiar with
"naive" set theoretic arguments. In this book
mathematical logic is presented both as a part of
mathe matics and as the result of its self-perception.
Thus, the substance of the book consists of difficult
proofs of subtle theorems, and the spirit of the book
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consists of attempts to explain what these theorems
say about the mathematical way of thought.
Foundational problems are for the most part passed
over in silence. Most likely, logic is capable of
justifying mathematics to no greater extent than
biology is capable of justifying life. 2. The first two
chapters are devoted to predicate logic. The presenta
tion here is fairly standard, except that semantics
occupies a very domi nant position, truth is
introduced before deducibility, and models of speech
in formal languages precede the systematic study of
syntax.

Classical Mathematical Logic
This book presents the author's research on
automatic learning procedures for categorial
grammars of natural languages. The research
program spans a number of intertwined disciplines,
including syntax, semantics, learnability theory, logic,
and computer science. The theoretical framework
employed is an extension of categorial grammar that
has come to be called multimodal or type-logical
grammar. The first part of the book presents an
expository summary of how grammatical sentences of
any language can be deduced with a specially
designed logical calculus that treats syntactic
categories as its formulae. Some such Universal Type
Logic is posited to underlie the human language
faculty, and all linguistic variation is captured by the
different systems of semantic and syntactic
categories which are assigned in the lexicons of
different languages. The remainder of the book is
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devoted to the explicit formal development of
computer algorithms which can learn the lexicons of
type logical grammars from learning samples of
annotated sentences. The annotations consist of
semantic terms expressed in the lambda calculus,
and may also include an unlabeled tree-structuring
over the sentence. The major features of the research
include the following: We show how the assumption of
a universal linguistic component---the logic of
language---is not incompatible with the conviction
that every language needs a different system of
syntactic and semantic categories for its proper
description. The supposedly universal linguistic
categories descending from antiquity (noun, verb,
etc.) are summarily discarded. Languages are here
modeled as consisting primarily of sentence trees
labeled with semantic structures; a new mathematical
class of such term-labeled tree languages is
developed which cross-cuts the well-known Chomsky
hierarchy and provides a formal restrictive condition
on the nature of human languages. The human
language acquisition mechanism is postulated to be
biased, such that it assumes all input language
samples are drawn from the above "syntactically
homogeneous" class; in this way, the universal
features of human languages arise not just from the
innate logic of language, but also from the innate
biases which govern language learning. This project
represents the first complete explicit attempt to
model the aquisition of human language since Steve
Pinker's groundbreaking 1984 publication, "Language
Learnability and Language Development."
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On the Logic and Learning of Language
Perfect for students with no background in logic or
philosophy, Simple Formal Logic provides a full
system of logic adequate to handle everyday and
philosophical reasoning. By keeping out artificial
techniques that aren’t natural to our everyday
thinking process, Simple Formal Logic trains students
to think through formal logical arguments for
themselves, ingraining in them the habits of sound
reasoning. Simple Formal Logic features: a companion
website with abundant exercise worksheets, study
supplements (including flashcards for symbolizations
and for deduction rules), and instructor’s manual two
levels of exercises for beginning and more advanced
students a glossary of terms, abbreviations and
symbols. This book arose out of a popular course that
the author has taught to all types of undergraduate
students at Loyola University Chicago. He teaches
formal logic without the artificial methods–methods
that often seek to solve farfetched logical problems
without any connection to everyday and philosophical
argumentation. The result is a book that teaches easy
and more intuitive ways of grappling with formal
logic–and is intended as a rigorous yet easy-to-follow
first course in logical thinking for philosophy majors
and non-philosophy majors alike.

Hyperproof
Have you ever faced a mathematical problem and
had no idea how to approach it? Or perhaps you had
an idea but got stuck halfway through? This book
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guides you in developing your creativity, as it takes
you on a voyage of discovery into mathematics.
Readers will not only learn strategies for solving
problems and logical reasoning, but they will also
learn about the importance of proofs and various
proof techniques. Other topics covered include
recursion, mathematical induction, graphs, counting,
elementary number theory, and the pigeonhole,
extremal and invariance principles. Designed to help
students make the transition from secondary school
to university level, this book provides readers with a
refreshing look at mathematics and deep insights into
universal principles that are valuable far beyond the
scope of this book. Aimed especially at undergraduate
and secondary school students as well as teachers,
this book will appeal to anyone interested in
mathematics. Only basic secondary school
mathematics is required, including an understanding
of numbers and elementary geometry, but no
calculus. Including numerous exercises, with hints
provided, this textbook is suitable for self-study and
use alongside lecture courses.

Proof, Logic, and Conjecture
Tens of thousands of students have learned to be
more discerning at constructing and evaluating
arguments with the help of Patrick J. Hurley. Hurley’s
lucid, friendly, yet thorough presentation has made A
CONCISE INTRODUCTION TO LOGIC the most widely
used logic text in North America. In addition, the
book’s accompanying technological resources, such
as CengageNOW and Learning Logic, include
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interactive exercises as well as video and audio clips
to reinforce what you read in the book and hear in
class. In short, you’ll have all the assistance you need
to become a more logical thinker and communicator.
Important Notice: Media content referenced within the
product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.

Tarski's World
This text is designed to teach students how to read
and write proofs in mathematics and to acquaint them
with how mathematicians investigate problems and
formulate conjecture.

Logics for Computer Science
"A delightful book … I should like to have written it
myself." — Bertrand Russell First published in 1936,
this first full-length presentation in English of the
Logical Positivism of Carnap, Neurath, and others has
gone through many printings to become a classic of
thought and communication. It not only surveys one
of the most important areas of modern thought; it
also shows the confusion that arises from imperfect
understanding of the uses of language. A first-rate
antidote for fuzzy thought and muddled writing, this
remarkable book has helped philosophers, writers,
speakers, teachers, students, and general readers
alike. Mr. Ayers sets up specific tests by which you
can easily evaluate statements of ideas. You will also
learn how to distinguish ideas that cannot be verified
by experience — those expressing religious, moral, or
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aesthetic experience, those expounding theological or
metaphysical doctrine, and those dealing with a priori
truth. The basic thesis of this work is that philosophy
should not squander its energies upon the
unknowable, but should perform its proper function in
criticism and analysis.

Logic in Computer Science
Proofs from THE BOOK
Formal logic provides us with a powerful set of
techniques for criticizing some arguments and
showing others to be valid. These techniques are
relevant to all of us with an interest in being skilful
and accurate reasoners. In this highly accessible
book, Peter Smith presents a guide to the
fundamental aims and basic elements of formal logic.
He introduces the reader to the languages of
propositional and predicate logic, and then develops
formal systems for evaluating arguments translated
into these languages, concentrating on the easily
comprehensible 'tree' method. His discussion is richly
illustrated with worked examples and exercises. A
distinctive feature is that, alongside the formal work,
there is illuminating philosophical commentary. This
book will make an ideal text for a first logic course,
and will provide a firm basis for further work in formal
and philosophical logic.

Simple Formal Logic
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This volume contains articles covering a broad
spectrum of proof theory, with an emphasis on its
mathematical aspects. The articles should not only be
interesting to specialists of proof theory, but should
also be accessible to a diverse audience, including
logicians, mathematicians, computer scientists and
philosophers. Many of the central topics of proof
theory have been included in a self-contained
expository of articles, covered in great detail and
depth. The chapters are arranged so that the two
introductory articles come first; these are then
followed by articles from core classical areas of proof
theory; the handbook concludes with articles that deal
with topics closely related to computer science.

A Course in Mathematical Logic
Providing an in-depth introduction to fundamental
classical and non-classical logics, this textbook offers
a comprehensive survey of logics for computer
scientists. Logics for Computer Science contains
intuitive introductory chapters explaining the need for
logical investigations, motivations for different types
of logics and some of their history. They are followed
by strict formal approach chapters. All chapters
contain many detailed examples explaining each of
the introduced notions and definitions, well chosen
sets of exercises with carefully written solutions, and
sets of homework. While many logic books are
available, they were written by logicians for logicians,
not for computer scientists. They usually choose one
particular way of presenting the material and use a
specialized language. Logics for Computer Science
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discusses Gentzen as well as Hilbert formalizations,
first order theories, the Hilbert Program, Godel's first
and second incompleteness theorems and their
proofs. It also introduces and discusses some many
valued logics, modal logics and introduces algebraic
models for classical, intuitionistic, and modal S4 and
S5 logics. The theory of computation is based on
concepts defined by logicians and mathematicians.
Logic plays a fundamental role in computer science,
and this book explains the basic theorems, as well as
different techniques of proving them in classical and
some non-classical logics. Important applications
derived from concepts of logic for computer
technology include Artificial Intelligence and Software
Engineering. In addition to Computer Science, this
book may also find an audience in mathematics and
philosophy courses, and some of the chapters are also
useful for a course in Artificial Intelligence.

Syntactic Structures
Brimming with visual examples of concepts,
derivation rules, and proof strategies, this
introductory text is ideal for students with no previous
experience in logic. Students will learn translation
both from formal language into English and from
English into formal language; how to use truth trees
and truth tables to test propositions for logical
properties; and how to construct and strategically use
derivation rules in proofs.

Handbook of Proof Theory
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Accompanying CD-ROM contains "software for both
Windows and Macintosh operating systems."--Page 4
of cover.

Language, Truth and Logic
Many students have trouble the first time they take a
mathematics course in which proofs play a significant
role. This new edition of Velleman's successful text
will prepare students to make the transition from
solving problems to proving theorems by teaching
them the techniques needed to read and write proofs.
The book begins with the basic concepts of logic and
set theory, to familiarize students with the language
of mathematics and how it is interpreted. These
concepts are used as the basis for a step-by-step
breakdown of the most important techniques used in
constructing proofs. The author shows how complex
proofs are built up from these smaller steps, using
detailed 'scratch work' sections to expose the
machinery of proofs about the natural numbers,
relations, functions, and infinite sets. To give students
the opportunity to construct their own proofs, this
new edition contains over 200 new exercises,
selected solutions, and an introduction to Proof
Designer software. No background beyond standard
high school mathematics is assumed. This book will
be useful to anyone interested in logic and proofs:
computer scientists, philosophers, linguists, and of
course mathematicians.

Ancient Logic, Language, and
Metaphysics
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An understanding of logic is essential to computer
science. This book provides a highly accessible
account of the logical basis required for reasoning
about computer programs and applying logic in fields
like artificial intelligence. The text contains extended
examples, algorithms, and programs written in
Standard ML and Prolog. No prior knowledge of either
language is required. The book contains a clear
account of classical first-order logic, one of the basic
tools for program verification, as well as an
introductory survey of modal and temporal logics and
possible world semantics. An introduction to
intuitionistic logic as a basis for an important style of
program specification is also featured in the book.

Language, Proof, and Logic
Rev. ed. of: Language, proof, and logic / Jon Barwise &
John Etchemendy.

Logic
This is the first book-length treatment of hybrid logic
and its proof-theory. Hybrid logic is an extension of
ordinary modal logic which allows explicit reference to
individual points in a model (where the points
represent times, possible worlds, states in a
computer, or something else). This is useful for many
applications, for example when reasoning about time
one often wants to formulate a series of statements
about what happens at specific times. There is little
consensus about proof-theory for ordinary modal
logic. Many modal-logical proof systems lack
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important properties and the relationships between
proof systems for different modal logics are often
unclear. In the present book we demonstrate that
hybrid-logical proof-theory remedies these
deficiencies by giving a spectrum of well-behaved
proof systems (natural deduction, Gentzen, tableau,
and axiom systems) for a spectrum of different hybrid
logics (propositional, first-order, intensional firstorder, and intuitionistic).

A Concise Introduction to Logic
This book is an introduction to the language and
standard proof methods of mathematics. It is a bridge
from the computational courses (such as calculus or
differential equations) that students typically
encounter in their first year of college to a more
abstract outlook. It lays a foundation for more
theoretical courses such as topology, analysis and
abstract algebra. Although it may be more meaningful
to the student who has had some calculus, there is
really no prerequisite other than a measure of
mathematical maturity.

Handbook of Logic in Artificial
Intelligence and Logic Programming:
Volume 5: Logic Programming
suchquestionsforcenturies(unrestrictedbythecapabiliti
esofanyhard ware). Theprinciplesgoverningtheinteract
ionofseveralprocesses,forexample, areabstractansimil
artoprinciplesgoverningthecooperationoftwolarge org
anisation.Adetailedrulebasedeffectivebutrigidbureaucr
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acyisvery muchsimilartoacomplexcomputerprogramh
andlingandmanipulating data. Myguessisthattheprinci
plesunderlyingoneareverymuchthe
sameasthoseunderlyingtheother. Ibelievethedayisnotf
arawayinthefuturewhenthecomputerscientist willwake
uponemorningwiththerealisationthatheisactuallyakind
of formalphilosopher! Theprojectednumberofvolumesf
orthisHandbookisabout18.The subjecthasevolvedandit
sareashavebecomeinterrelatedtosuchanextent thatitn
olongermakessensetodedicatevolumestotopics.Howev
er,the
volumesdofollowsomenaturalgroupingsofchapters. Iw
ouldliketothankourauthorsarereadersfortheircontributi
onsand
theircommitmentinmakingthisHandbookasuccess.
Thanksalsoto ourpublicationadministratorMrsJ.Spurrfo
rherusualdedicationand excellenceandtoKluwerAcade
micPublishersfortheircontinuingsupport
fortheHandbook. DovGabbay King'sCollegeLondon x
Logic II IT Natural Program Artificialin Logic planguage controlspec telligence gramming processing
ification, verification, concurrency Temporal
Expressive Expressive Planning. Extension of logic
poweroftense power for re Time depen Horn clause
operators. currentevents. dent data. with time
Temporal Specification Eventcalculus. capability.
indices. Sepa of tempo- Persistence Eventcalculus.
rationofpast ral control. throughtime Temporallogic
fromfuture Decisionprob the Frame programming.
Problem.Tem lems. Model checking. poral query
language. temporal transactions. Modal logic.
generalised Actionlogic Beliefrevision. Negation by
Multi-modal quantifiers Inferential failure and logics
databases modality Algorithmic Discourse rep New
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logics. Generaltheory Proceduralap proof resentation.
Generic theo of reasoning. proachtologic Direct comremprovers Non-monotonic putation on systems
linguisticinput Non Resolving Loopchecking.
Intrinsiclogical Negation by monotonic ambigui- Nonmonotonic discipline for failure.Deduc reasoning ties.
Machine decisionsabout AI. Evolving tivedatabases
translation. loops. Faults and com Document
insystems. municating classification. databases
Relevance theory Probabilistic logicalanalysis
Realtimesys Expert sys Semantics for and fuzzy
oflanguage tems tems.Machine logicprograms logic
learning Intuitionistic Quantifiers in Constructive
Intuitionistic Horn clause logic logic reasoning and
logicisabetter logic is really proof theory logical basis
intuitionistic.

Mathematical Reasoning
The late Mario Mignucci was one of the most
authoritative, original, and influential scholars in the
area of ancient philosophy, especially ancient logic.
Collected here for the first time are sixteen of his
most important essays on Ancient Logic, Language,
and Metaphysics. These essays show a perceptive
historian and a skillful logician philosophically
engaged with issues that are still at the very heart of
history and philosophy of logic, such as the nature of
predication, identity, and modality. As well as essays
found in disparate publications, often not easily
available online, the volume includes an article on
Plato and the relatives translated into English for the
first time and an unpublished paper on De
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interpretatione 7. Mignucci thinks rigorously and
writes clearly. He brings the deep knowledge of a
scholar and the precision of a logician to bear on
some of the trickiest topics in ancient philosophy. This
collection deserves the close attention of anyone
concerned with logic, language, and metaphysics,
whether in ancient or contemporary philosophy.

Meaning and Argument
This volume is a self-contained introduction to
interactive proof in high- order logic (HOL), using the
proof assistant Isabelle 2002. Compared with existing
Isabelle documentation, it provides a direct route into
higher-order logic, which most people prefer these
days. It bypasses ?rst-order logic and minimizes
discussion of meta-theory. It is written for potential
users rather than for our colleagues in the research
world. Another departure from previous
documentation is that we describe Markus Wenzel’s
proof script notation instead of ML tactic scripts. The
l- ter make it easier to introduce new tactics on the
?y, but hardly anybody does that. Wenzel’s dedicated
syntax is elegant, replacing for example eight
simpli?cation tactics with a single method, namely
simp, with associated - tions. The book has three
parts. – The ?rst part, Elementary Techniques, shows
how to model functional programs in higher-order
logic. Early examples involve lists and the natural
numbers. Most proofs are two steps long, consisting
of induction on a chosen variable followed by the auto
tactic. But even this elementary part covers such
advanced topics as nested and mutual recursion. –
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The second part, Logic and Sets, presents a collection
of lower-level tactics that you can use to apply rules
selectively. It also describes I- belle/HOL’s treatment
of sets, functions, and relations and explains how to
de?ne sets inductively. One of the examples concerns
the theory of model checking, and another is drawn
from a classic textbook on formal languages.

Logic for Computer Science
At the intersection of mathematics, computer science,
and philosophy, mathematical logic examines the
power and limitations of formal mathematical
thinking. In this expansion of Leary's user-friendly 1st
edition, readers with no previous study in the field are
introduced to the basics of model theory, proof
theory, and computability theory. The text is designed
to be used either in an upper division undergraduate
classroom, or for self study. Updating the 1st Edition's
treatment of languages, structures, and deductions,
leading to rigorous proofs of Godel's First and Second
Incompleteness Theorems, the expanded 2nd Edition
includes a new introduction to incompleteness
through computability as well as solutions to selected
exercises.

Language in Action
Provides an essential introduction to classical logic.

Hybrid Logic and its Proof-Theory
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Proof and Disproof in Formal Logic
This comprehensive overview ofmathematical logic is
designedprimarily for advanced undergraduatesand
graduate studentsof mathematics. The treatmentalso
contains much of interest toadvanced students in
computerscience and philosophy. Topics include
propositional logic;first-order languages and logic;
incompleteness, undecidability,and indefinability;
recursive functions; computability;and Hilbert’s Tenth
Problem.Reprint of the PWS Publishing Company,
Boston, 1995edition.

A Friendly Introduction to Mathematical
Logic
The Handbook of Logic in Artificial Intelligence and
Logic Programming is a multi-volume work covering
all major areas of the application of logic to artificial
intelligence and logic programming. The authors are
chosen on an international basis and are leaders in
the fields covered. Volume 5 is the last in this wellregarded series. Logic is now widely recognized as
one of the foundational disciplines of computing. It
has found applications in virtually all aspects of the
subject, from software and hardware engineering to
programming languages and artificial intelligence. In
response to the growing need for an in-depth survey
of these applications the Handbook of Logic in
Artificial Intelligence and its companion, the
Handbook of Logic in Computer Science have been
created. The Handbooks are a combination of
authoritative exposition, comprehensive survey, and
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fundamental research exploring the underlying
themes in the various areas. Some mathematical
background is assumed, and much of the material will
be of interest to logicians and mathematicians.
Volume 5 focuses particularly on logic programming.
The chapters, which in many cases are of monograph
length and scope, emphasize possible unifying
themes.

An Introduction to Mathematical Logic
Meaning and Argument is a popular introduction to
philosophy of logic and philosophy of language. Offers
a distinctive philosophical, rather than mathematical,
approach to logic Concentrates on symbolization and
works out all the technical logic with truth tables
instead of derivations Incorporates the insights of half
a century's work in philosophy and linguistics on
anaphora by Peter Geach, Gareth Evans, Hans Kamp,
and Irene Heim among others Contains numerous
exercises and a corresponding answer key An
extensive appendix allows readers to explore subjects
that go beyond what is usually covered in an
introductory logic course Updated edition includes
over a dozen new problem sets and revisions
throughout Features an accompanying website at
http://ruccs.rutgers.edu/~logic/MeaningArgument.htm
l

Exploring Mathematics
Mathematical Reasoning: Writing and Proof is a text
for the ?rst college mathematics course that
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introduces students to the processes of constructing
and writing proofs and focuses on the formal
development of mathematics. The primary goals of
the text are to help students: Develop logical thinking
skills and to develop the ability to think more
abstractly in a proof oriented setting; develop the
ability to construct and write mathematical proofs
using standard methods of mathematical proof
including direct proofs, proof by contradiction,
mathematical induction, case analysis, and
counterexamples; develop the ability to read and
understand written mathematical proofs; develop
talents for creative thinking and problem solving;
improve their quality of communication in
mathematics. This includes improving writing
techniques, reading comprehension, and oral
communication in mathematics; better understand
the nature of mathematics and its language. Another
important goal of this text is to provide students with
material that will be needed for their further study of
mathematics. Important features of the book include:
Emphasis on writing in mathematics; instruction in
the process of constructing proofs; emphasis on
active learning.There are no changes in content
between Version 2.0 and previous versions of the
book. The only change is that the appendix with
answers and hints for selected exercises now contains
solutions and hints for more exercises.
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